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By Donna Pierron

orking in a country that has so many laws, regulations,
and recommendations regarding flre protection often
causes one to lose sight of the substandard require-

ments our suffounding neighbors live with. When a tragedy,
resulting in substantialfatalities or excessive structural damd3a,
strikes one of these neighbors, we are reminded of the count-
less reasons life safety, protection, and prevention are usually
accepted with such a healthy attitude here in the U.S.

As a company that offers online training, Fire Tech Produc-
tions often assists professionals outside of the U.S. with their
fire protection training needs. Not only have we seen a large
increase in the amount of international inquiries from those
interested in exam-prep training, but many of those register-
ing for training and certification exams are doing so volun-
tarily in an effort to provide their countries with an expanded
knowledge upfront. The confidence that the Fire Tech training
programs instills also helps eliminate the anxiety of candidates
who must travel to the U.S. in order to take each exam.

Live hands-on workshops, which now have become syn-
onymous with Fire Tech Productions, have also proven very
popular with the international market. From Curacao to Saudi
Arabia, our international alumni list continues to grow. From
as close as Canada to as far as Guam, all who attend our all-
inclusive, deep immersion classroom/laboratory offerings find
that one-stop registration eliminates the need to arrange for
lodging, meals, and local transportation.

Anything that can be done to help accommodate the lan-
guage barrier obviously promotes the relationship and makes
the training even more worthwhile. Our team has had the
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pleasure of privately arranging many of our students' cultural
needs with far more ease then they might have been able to do
on their own. We have often worked with an internal organtzer
who can help our instructors customrze the discussions and
lessons directly to the needs of the group. As our instructors
have become increasingly familiar with some specific interna-
tional areas, it has become easier to anticipate the weaknesses
and areas of concentration based on presumed resources and
experiences.

Lastly, the increased amount of ongoing correspondence
between instructors and international alumni serves as testi-
mony to the dedication of all who work together to spread the
knowledge to those who work in unregulated areas and are
seeking to provide the level of fire protection they have come
to see as attainable. It is a mission and a privilege to be a part
of the growing movement.
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